
WE EXIST TO BRING AUTHENTIC, EASY TO USE MATERIALS TO THE DESIGN COMMUNITY

MATERIALS FOR DESIGN

MOSS
FOR WALLS,SIGNAGE

AND MORE



For a spectacular feature wall, centre piece, bespoke signage, or even a piece of art, 

why not use real preserved moss from Freund.

True to our key product values, our moss is AUTHENTIC, PRACTICAL and 

AFFORDABLE.

Stabilised preserved moss is sustainably harvested in Scandinavia, cleaned and 

preserved and retains its natural organic characteristics, remaining soft to the touch.

The moss requires no watering, sunlight or maintenance and stays fresh and soft 

from the humidity in the air.

An antistatic process stops dust from clinging to the moss, so the product is a 

much more practical alternative to living walls, both in terms of installation and 

maintenance.

An added benefit is that our moss has a great acoustic impact on spaces where it is 

installed.

Although a beautiful, premium product the ease of installation and the ease of 

maintenance of moss makes it a much more AFFORDABLE solution than traditional 

living walls.



Evergreen Moss Panels

As a really PRACTICAL and quick solution we offer standard off the shelf packs 

of our Freund Evergreen Flexi moss panels, in both Moss Green and Apple 

Green, but all other colours are available to order too so don’t worry if you 

want something a little different!

The packs contain 1.1 sq m each of moss on a flexible 3 mm backing board and are 

easily cut to size and shape and fitted on site.

If you have a more complex design then that’s no problem either as we can offer 

Evergreen Premium moss panels on 10 mm MDF, cut to any shape and size.

Moss Green

Lemon

Chocolate

Forest Green

Orange

Sky Blue

Apple Green

Pink

Ocean Blue

Nature

Strawberry

Olive

Snow White

Grapefruit

Black
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Greenwood Moss Panels

We use our Freund Greenwood moss alongside our other preserved mosses and 

preserved plants to create beautiful feature walls and artworks.
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Greenhill Bun Moss

Our Freund Greenhill Bun moss is great for creating an interesting centre piece or 

even a full wall.

The panels are made to order and supplied on 10mm MDF boards.

We like to use the round bun moss for unusual ceiling and object designs, with its 

natural ability to absorb sound, our moss makes a great contribution to one’s well-

being.

Greenhill is very much a bespoke material so why not tell us what you want and 

we’ll do our best to achieve it.
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Moss Signage

Just tell us what you want! We can utilise all our moss materials to produce the 

design you have dreamed up…
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Moss Project Solutions

Integrating Biophilic design into your project can easily be achieved by using Moss 

Project Solutions as one of your finishing touches.

We will give anything a go, but as a standard we can produce room and desk dividers, 

hanging balls, maps, circular pictures, all of which help create a sense of calm and 

being at one with nature.
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T 01270 625 043   F 01270 618 338
sales@innerspacecheshire.co.uk   www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk

47 Welsh Row, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 5EW

GET SPECIFIC

EVERGREEN FLEXIBLE PANELS
Composition   Real preserved reindeer moss on a fibreboard carrier panel
Thickness 3mm fibreboard carrier with 40 – 60mm thickness of moss
Dimensions Each panel is 380 x 580mm – supplied 5 panels per pack (1.1 sq. m per pack)
Weight Ca. 10Kg / sq. m
Availability From stock in Moss Green and Apple Green. Other colours on request.

EVERGREEN PREMIUM PANELS 
Composition   Real preserved reindeer moss on an MDF carrier panel
Thickness 10mm MDF carrier with 40 – 60mm thickness of moss
Dimensions Made to order
Weight Ca. 14Kg / sq. m
Availability Made to order.

GREENHILL PANELS
Composition   Real preserved bun moss on an MDF carrier panel
Thickness 10mm MDF carrier with 40 – 70mm thickness of moss
Dimensions Made to order
Weight Ca. 12Kg / sq. m
Availability Made to order.

GREENWOOD PANELS
Composition    Real preserved wood moss on an MDF carrier panel
 3D forms with additional plants are possible.
Thickness 10mm MDF carrier with 20-30mm thickness of moss
Dimensions Made to order
Weight Ca. 10Kg / sq. m (20Kg / sq. m for 3D forms)
Availability Made to order.
 

GET FITTING

Evergreen Flexible Panels are very easy to install. They can be screwed, stapled or glued to the substrate. They can 
be cut on site to fit walls or shapes. They aren’t especially heavy (10Kg / sq. m) but that’s more than many finishes, 
so make sure that the wall or surface to be covered can take the weight.
 
Evergreen Premium, Greenhill and Greenwood Panels can be screwed to the substrate or mounted on split battens. 
They are more difficult to cut cleanly so we recommend that we make them to the correct size.
 
GET CLEANING

No cleaning is required, the antistatic properties of the preservation process means that dust will not be attracted.
If something damages the moss a repair kit is available.
Pests are not a problem because there is no soil to harbour them and the preservation process repels them.
 
GET BESPOKE

We are able to make pretty much any 2D or 3D shape, pattern or logo in moss – challenge us!


